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The widespread use of online recruitment services has led to an information explosion in the job market.
As a result, recruiters have to seek intelligent ways for Person-Job Fit, which is the bridge for adapting the
right candidates to the right positions. Existing studies on Person-Job Fit usually focus on measuring the
matching degree between talent qualification and job requirements mainly based on the manual inspection
of human resource experts, which could be easily misguided by the subjective, incomplete, and inefficient
nature of human judgment. To that end, in this article, we propose a novel end-to-end Topic-based Abilityaware Person-Job Fit Neural Network (TAPJFNN) framework, which has a goal of reducing the dependence
on manual labor and can provide better interpretability about the fitting results. The key idea is to exploit the
rich information available in abundant historical job application data. Specifically, we propose a word-level
semantic representation for both job requirements and job seekers’ experiences based on Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN). Along this line, two hierarchical topic-based ability-aware attention strategies are designed
to measure the different importance of job requirements for semantic representation, as well as measure
the different contribution of each job experience to a specific ability requirement. In addition, we design a
refinement strategy for Person-Job Fit prediction based on historical recruitment records. Furthermore, we
introduce how to exploit our TAPJFNN framework for enabling two specific applications in talent recruitment: talent sourcing and job recommendation. Particularly, in the application of job recommendation, a
novel training mechanism is designed for addressing the challenge of biased negative labels. Finally, extensive experiments on a large-scale real-world dataset clearly validate the effectiveness and interpretability of
the TAPJFNN and its variants compared with several baselines.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of online recruitment platforms, such as LinkedIn and Lagou, has enabled
the new paradigm for talent recruitment. For instance, in 2017, there were 467M users and 3M active job listings in LinkedIn from about 200 countries and territories all over the world [Chaudhary
2017]. While popular online recruitment services provide more convenient channels for both employers and job seekers, it also raises the challenge of Person-Job Fit due to information explosion.
According to Reference SHRM [2016], the recruiters now need about 42 days and 4K dollars on
average for locking a suitable employee. Clearly, more effective techniques are urgently required
for the Person-Job Fit task, which targets at measuring the matching degree between the talent
qualification and the job requirements.
Indeed, as a crucial task in human resource management, traditional Person-Job Fit has been
studied from different perspectives, such as big five personality factor model [Chuang and Sackett
2005], job characteristic beliefs [Ehrhart 2006; Ehrhart and Makransky 2007], and job crafting [Kooij et al. 2017]. Recently, some researchers in the field of machine learning and information
retrieval have also become interested in Person-Job Fit task. Those studies can be traced back
to Malinowski et al. [2006], where the authors focus on the candidate matching by using profile information from both candidates and jobs. Subsequently, some researchers followed the idea
of recommender system to recommend suitable jobs for candidates [Diaby et al. 2013; Lee and
Brusilovsky 2007; Zhang et al. 2014]. However, these efforts largely depend on the manual inspection of features or key phrases from domain experts and thus lead to high cost and the inefficient,
inaccurate, and subjective judgments. Besides, though above studies focus on the applications of
Person-Job Fit task, mathematical definition of this task has not been formally provided.
To that end, in this article, we first introduce a formal definition of the Person-Job Fit task and
then propose an end-to-end Topic-based Ability-aware Person-Job Fit Neural Network (TAPJFNN)
model, which has a goal of reducing the dependence on human labeling data and can provide better
interpretation about the fitting results. The key idea of our approach is motivated by the example
shown in Figure 1. There are four requirements, including three technical skill requirements (programming, machine learning, and big data processing) and 1 comprehensive quality requirement
(communication and team work). Since multiple abilities may fit the same requirement and different candidates may have different abilities, all the abilities should be weighed for a comprehensive
score to compare the matching degree among different candidates. During this process, traditional
methods, which simply rely on keywords/feature matching [Elsafty et al. 2018; Lee and Brusilovsky
2007], may either ignore some abilities of candidates or mislead recruiters by subjective and incomplete weighing of abilities/experiences from domain experts. Therefore, for developing more
effective and comprehensive Person-Job Fit solutions, abilities should be not only represented via
the semantic understanding of rich textual information from the large amount of job application
data, but also automatically weighed based on the historical recruitment results.
Along this line, all the job postings and resumes should be comprehensively analyzed without
relying on human judgment. To be specific, for representing both the job-oriented abilities and
experiences of candidates, we first propose a word-level semantic representation based on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to learn the latent features of each word in a joint semantic space.
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Fig. 1. A motivating example of Person-Job Fit. For job posting, it usually contains the job description and
job requirement. For candidate’s resume, the description of their work experience can help us a lot to measure their capability. We can measure the matching degree between the job posting and talent from the
perspective of ability. Here, the text in different colors represents different kinds of abilities.

Then, two hierarchical topic-based ability-aware structures are designed to guide the learning
of semantic representation and incorporate the global meaning for job requirements as well as
the corresponding experiences of candidates. In addition, for measuring the importance of different abilities, as well as the relevance between requirements and experiences, we also design
two hierarchical topic-based ability-aware attention strategies to highlight those crucial abilities
or experiences. This scheme will not only improve the performance, but also enhance the interpretability of matching results. Moreover, we introduce a refinement strategy for Person-Job Fit
prediction based on the historical recruitment records to enhance the performance of predicting
the matching degree between the talent and job. Furthermore, we introduce how to exploit our
TAPJFNN framework for enhancing two specific applications in talent recruitment: targeted talent sourcing and job recommendation. Particularly, in the application of job recommendation, a
novel training mechanism is designed for addressing the challenge of biased negative labels. Finally, extensive experiments on a large-scale real-world dataset clearly validate the effectiveness of
our TAPJFNN framework, which outperforms several competitive baselines. Compared with our
preliminary model [Qin et al. 2018], the contribution of this article can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel variant framework called TAPJFNN, which involves two different hierarchical topic-based ability-aware attention strategies and a refinement strategy for PersonJob Fit prediction.
• We exploit our TAPJFNN framework for enhancing two specific applications in talent recruitment: targeted talent sourcing and job recommendation. Particularly, in the application of job recommendation, a novel training mechanism is designed for addressing the
challenge of biased negative labels.
• Extensive experiments on a large-scale real-world dataset clearly validate the effectiveness
of our TAPJFNN framework compared with several baselines.
• We further introduce the expansion version of our TAPJFNN framework to model the nontextual features, and then discuss the impact of involving non-textual features on algorithm
fairness through extensive experimentation.
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Overview. The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly introduce some
related works of our study. In Section 3, we introduce the preliminaries and formally define the
problem of Person-Job Fit. Technical details of our Topic-based Ability-aware Person-Job Fit Neural
Network will be introduced in Section 4. Then, we give two important Person-Job Fit applications,
i.e., Talent sourcing and Job Recommendation, in Section 5. We comprehensively evaluate the
model performance in Section 6, with some further discussions on the interpretability of results.
In Section 7, we conclude the article.
2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we will briefly provide a comprehensive review of the relevant approaches. Specifically, we group the related works into three lines of literature: Recruitment Analysis, Deep Learning
for Text Classification and Matching, and Recommendation with Textual Information.
2.1 Recruitment Analysis
Recruitment is always a core function of human resource management to support the success of
organizations. Recently, the newly available recruitment big data enables researchers to conduct
recruitment analysis through more quantitative ways [Harris 2017; Javed et al. 2017; Lin et al. 2017;
Meng et al. 2018, 2019; Sun et al. 2019; Teng et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2015, 2016; Ye et al.
2019; Zhang et al. 2019a, 2019c; Zhu et al. 2016]. In particular, the study of measuring the matching
degree between the talent qualification and job requirements, namely Person-Job Fit [Sekiguchi
2004], has become one of the most striking topics.
The early research efforts of Person-Job Fit can be dated back to Malinowski et al. [2006],
where the authors built a bilateral person-job recommendation system using the profile information from both candidates and jobs to find a good match between talents and jobs. Then, Lee
and Brusilovsky [2007] followed the idea of recommender systems and proposed a comprehensive job recommender system, which is based on a broad range of job preferences and interests.
Also, Diaby et al. [2013] introduced a content-based recommender system that proposes jobs to
Facebook and LinkedIn users. Hong et al. [2013] improved the recommendation performance by
updating the user profiles in a timely manner. Zhang et al. [2014] compared a number of userbased collaborative filtering and item-based collaborative filtering algorithms on recommending
suitable jobs for job seekers. Recently, Zhu et al. [2018] proposed a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) based Person-Job Fit Neural Network for matching a talent qualification to the requirements of a job, which is close to our research goal. Compared with previous studies, our framework
TAPFJNN consists of two hierarchical topic-based ability-aware attention strategies, and thus can
achieve better person-job fit performance for applications of talent recruitment, as well as better
interpretability.
Moreover, the emergence of various online recruitment services provides a novel perspective
for recruitment analysis. For example, Zhang et al. [2016] proposed a generalized linear mixed
model (GLMix)—a more fine-grained model at the user or item level—in the LinkedIn job recommender system and generated 20% to 40% more job applications for job seekers. Yin et al. [2019]
introduced a “two-way selection” algorithm to help event organizers effectively select attenders.
Song et al. [2015, 2016] leveraged multiple social network data including LinkedIn, Twitter, and
Facebook for helping recruit suitable volunteers from the huge crowd. After that, Jia et al. [2016]
further improved the performance of volunteer recruitment by fusing social networks using deep
learning with source confidence and consistency regularization. Cheng et al. [2013] collected the
job-related information from various social media sources and constructed an inter-company jobhopping network to demonstrate the flow of talents. Also, Wang et al. [2013] predicted the job
transition of employees by exploiting their career path data. Further, Li et al. [2017] designed
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a survival analysis model to handle two critical issues in talent management: turnover and career progression. In Xu et al. [2018], the authors introduced a data-driven approach to model the
popularity of job skills. Xu et al. [2016] proposed a talent circle detection model based on a job
transition network that can help the organizations to find the right talents and deliver career suggestions for job seekers to locate suitable jobs. Shen et al. [2018] developed a latent variable model
to exploit job interview records and job and user profiles for intelligent job interview assessment.
Ye et al. showed the potential of the structured graph data to identify high potential talent [Wang
et al. 2017a]. Different from the above studies for, in this article, we focus on the crucial task, i.e.,
Person-Job Fit in talent recruitment, by proposing an end-to-end neural network approach and
enable two specific applications in recruitment system: talent sourcing and job recommendation.
2.2 Deep Learning for Text Classification and Matching
Generally, the study of Person-Job Fit based on textual information can be grouped into the tasks
of text mining, which is highly related to text classification [Huang et al. 2017; Kim 2014; Yang
and Pedersen 1997] and text matching [Gomaa and Fahmy 2013; Severyn and Moschitti 2015] in
Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies.
Traditional methods on text classification and matching largely depend on the effective humandesigned representations and input features (e.g., word n-gram [Wang and Manning 2012], parse
trees [Ji and Eisenstein 2013], and lexical features [Melville et al. 2009]). Recently, deep learning has
demonstrated its advanced performance and flexibility in many research fields, such as computer
vision [Krizhevsky et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2018a, 2018b], information retrieval [Guo et al. 2016; Wang
et al. 2017b], recommender system [Chin et al. 2018; He et al. 2018; Xu et al. 2019], and especially
text mining [Kim 2014; Tang et al. 2015]. Many researchers have developed effective deep learning
models on text classification and text matching tasks without labor-intensive feature engineering.
Specifically, the researchers first adopted the Recursive Neural Network to model the parse tree
structure of sentences and successfully applied to text classification task [Hermann and Blunsom
2013; Socher et al. 2011]. Then, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) proved its effectiveness to
extract local semantics and hierarchical relationships in textual data. For instance, Kalchbrenner
et al. [2014] proposed a Dynamic Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) for modeling sentences,
which obtained remarkable performance in several text classification tasks. After that, Zhang et al.
[2015] used character-level convolutional networks for dealing with similar vocabulary redundancy problem. Meanwhile, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) also benefits the text classification
task, as it can capture the serialization information and learn the long-span relations or global
semantic representation. Tai et al. [2015] introduced a special RNN—namely, tree-structured Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network—for sentiment classification. The Hierarchical Attention
Network used two RNN layers with the global attention mechanism for modeling the sentence
and document level representations, respectively, to further implement the document-level text
classification task [Yang et al. 2016]. Moreover, Lai et al. [2015] and Xiao and Cho [2016] constructed the models by combining both CNN and RNN and showed the improvements in the topic
and sentiment classification tasks. Besides, Peng et al. [2018] presented a deep graph CNN model
to perform large-scale hierarchical text classification. Finally, Huang et al. [2019] applied the documentation representing layer to text-category attention based hierarchical RNN to handle the
hierarchical multi-label text classification problem.
For text matching task, the deep learning models can be roughly divided into two major categories: representation-focused model and interaction-focused model [Zhang et al. 2018]. Usually, representation-focused models first generate sentence representation with neural networks
and then measure the matching degree through different types of score functions. For instance,
DSSM [Huang et al. 2013] is one of the first deep models proposed for semantic similarity by
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using DNN to represent each input sentence. Shen et al. [2014] improved the performance through
learning representation vectors for input text by CNN. In contrast, interaction-focused models
force on extracting the local interactive features based on words or phrases’ basic representations,
followed by the deep neural networks to learn the complex interaction patterns for matching. Hu
et al. [2014] proposed the Architecture-II (ARC-II) to implement text matching, which uses convolution operation to compute the interaction feature vector between the sentence pairs. MatchPyramid [Pang et al. 2016] uses dot product between the word representations as their interaction
features. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [2018] leveraged a graph convolutional network to learn the
representations and modeled the local interactions based on an attention mechanism to handle the
short-long text matching problem.
2.3 Recommendation with Textual Information
Since the Person-Job Fit model can be applied to the recommendation scenarios, we will finally review the relevant works of recommendation system, especially those that leverage some auxiliary
textual information to improve the recommendation performance.
Recommender system targets on providing the accurate online items or information to the
users [Errico et al. 2015; Sun et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2012]. Usually, recommendation models can
be grouped into three categories: collaborative filtering [Wang et al. 2020], content-based filtering, and hybrid recommendation model [Zhang et al. 2019b]. Collaborative filtering models make
prediction about the interests of the users based on the user-item historical interactions’ either
explicit/implicit feedback. Correspondingly, content-based filtering models are based on the description of the item and a profile of the user’s preferences information. At the same time, hybrid
recommender methods are the approaches that integrate two or more types of recommendation
strategies. Among them, traditional collaborative filtering models have two significant drawbacks,
including data sparsity and cold-start problem. To alleviate these problems, some researchers have
tried to construct the recommender systems with some auxiliary textual information closely related to users and items. For instance, in Cheng et al. [2018a], McAuley and Leskovec [2013], and
Tan et al. [2016], the authors have successfully applied topic models to extract the auxiliary features from the reviews for rating prediction. Also, Cheng et al. [2018b] introduced an aspect-aware
topic model to model the user preferences and item features integrated into an aspect-aware latent
factor model. In Chin et al. [2018] and Zheng et al. [2017], the authors used the deep learning–based
model to extract the information from the reviews. In addition, extracting features from textual
data (e.g., bag-of-words model) often results in a rich feature set. Therefore, some researchers have
attempted to address the problem of limited recommendation performance due to the curse of highdimensional and sparse features [Chen et al. 2017b, 2019]. Furthermore, different types of textual
information are also applied to other recommendation applications. For example, textual features
extracted from lyric data are widely used in music recommendations [Van den Oord et al. 2013].
Similarly, question and user answer data are helpful for making the question recommendation in
the Community Question Answering (CQA) services [Kabutoya et al. 2010].
In this article, we follow some outstanding ideas in the above works according to the properties of Person-Job Fit task. Along this line, we propose an interpretable end-to-end neural
model TAPJFNN based on RNN with four different ability-aware attention mechanisms. Therefore, TAPJFNN can not only improve the performance of Person-Job Fit task, but also enhance the
model interpretability in practical scenarios.
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this article, we target at dealing with the problem of Person-Job Fit, which focuses on measuring
the matching degree between job description (job duties) and job requirements in a job posting
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 38, No. 2, Article 15. Publication date: February 2020.
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Table 1. Mathematical Notations

Symbol
jl
rl
J
w l,t

Description
The lth job requirement in job posting j
The lth work/project experience in candidate’s resume r
The work embedding of tth word in job requirement jl

R
w l,t

The work embedding of tth word in candidate’s experience rl

J
hl,t
R
hl,t
slJ
slR
дJ

The word-level representation of tth word in job requirement jl

дR

J, R
д+,1:k
J, R
д−,1:k

p
q
ml
nl

The word-level representation of tth word in candidate’s experience rl
The single topic-based ability-aware representation of job requirement jl
The single topic-based ability-aware representation of candidate’s experience rl
The multiple topic-based ability-aware representation of job posting j
The multiple topic-based ability-aware representation of candidate’s resume r
The multiple topic-based ability-aware representations of k candidates’ resumes
who successfully applied for the job J
The multiple topic-based ability-aware representations of k candidates’ resumes
who unsuccessfully applied for the job J
The number of job requirements in job posting j
The number of work/project experiences in candidate’s resume r
The number of words in job requirement jl
The number of words in candidate’s experience rl

and the candidates’ experiences in a resume.1 For facilitating illustration, we list some important
mathematical notations used throughout this article in Table 1.
Specifically, to formulate the problem of Person-Job Fit, we use J to denote a job posting, which
totally contains p pieces of job requirements and job duties, denoted as J = {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , jp }. For
simplicity, we call them ability requirements. For instance, there exist 4 job requirements and 2
duties in Figure 1, thus p = 6 in this case. Generally, we consider two types of ability requirements,
i.e., the professional skill requirements (e.g., Data Mining and Natural Language Processing skills)
and comprehensive quality requirements (e.g., Team Work, Communication Skill, and Sincerity).
All the requirements will be analyzed comprehensively without special distinction by different
types. Moreover, each jl is assumed to contain ml words, i.e., jl = {jl,1 , jl,2 , . . . , jl,ml }.
Similarly, we use R to represent a resume of a candidate, which includes q pieces of experiences, i.e., {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r q }. In particular, due to the limitation of our real-world data, in this article,
we mainly focus on the working experiences of candidates, as well as description of some other
achievements, e.g., project experiences, competition awards, or research paper publications. Besides,
each experience rl is described by nl words, i.e., rl = {rl,1 , rl,2 , . . . , rl,nl }.
Finally, we use S to indicate a job application, i.e., a Person-Job pair. Correspondingly, we have
a recruitment result label y ∈ {0, 1} to indicate whether the candidate has passed the interview
process, i.e., y = 1 means a successful application, while y = 0 means a failed one.2 What should
be noted is that one candidate can apply for several jobs simultaneously, and one job can be applied
for by multiple candidates. Thus, the same J may exist in different S, so does R. Along this line, we
can formally define the problem of Person-Job Fit as follows:
1 We
2 In

ignore other non-textual features here and put this part of the discussion in Section 5.
our study, as long as the offer notification is issued, it is considered a successful application.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the proposed Topic-based Ability-aware Person-Job Fit Neural Network (TAPJFNN),
which can be separated into three components: Word-level Representation, Hierarchical Topic-based Abilityaware Representation, and Person-Job Fit Prediction. Two different hierarchical structures are used to learn
the topic-based ability-aware representation of job requirement and candidate experience, respectively.
Meanwhile, the Person-Job Fit Prediction contains two parts: Preliminary Person-Job Fit Prediction and Refinement Strategy for Person-Job Fit Prediction.

Definition 3.1 (Problem Definition). Given a set of job applications S, where each application
S ∈ S contains a job posting J and a resume R, as well as the corresponding recruitment result
label y, the target of Person-Job Fit is to learn a predictive model M for measuring the matching
degree between J and R, and then the corresponding result label y can be predicted.
In the following section, we will introduce the technical details of our TAPJFNN model for
addressing the above problem.
4 TOPIC-BASED ABILITY-AWARE PERSON-JOB FIT NEURAL NETWORK
As shown in Figure 2, TAPJFNN mainly consists of three components: Word-level Representation,
Hierarchical Topic-based Ability-aware Representation, and Person-Job Fit Prediction.
Specifically, in Word-level Representation, we first leverage an RNN to project words of job postings and resumes onto latent representations, respectively, along with sequential dependence between words. Then, we feed the word-level representations into Hierarchical Topic-based Abilityaware Representation and then extract the ability-aware representations for job postings and
resumes simultaneously by hierarchical representation structures. To capture the semantic relationships between job postings and resumes and further enhance the interpretability of the model,
we design four attention mechanisms from the perspective of ability to polish their representations
at different levels in this component. Finally, the jointly learned representations of job postings
and resumes are fed into Person-Job Fit Prediction to evaluate the matching degree between them.
4.1 Word-level Representation
To embed the sequential dependence between words into corresponding representations, we leverage a special RNN—namely, Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory network (BiLSTM)—on a
shared word embedding to generate the word-level representations for job postings and resumes.
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Fig. 3. (a) The architecture of Long Short-Term Memory block with one cell. (b) The architecture of bidirectional recurrent neural network.

Compared with the vanilla RNN, LSTM [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997] can not only store
and access a longer range of contextual information in the sequential input, but also handle the
vanishing gradient problem in the meanwhile. As a variant of LSTM, BiLSTM is composed of a
forward LSTM and backward LSTM [Graves and Schmidhuber 2005]. Because it is able at any
point in the sequence to preserve information from both past and future, BiLSTM can better understand context than LSTM and show its advantages in many different text mining tasks, such as
sentiment analysis [Chen et al. 2017a], sentence similarity [Neculoiu et al. 2016], and name entity
recognition [Lample et al. 2016].
Figure 3(a) illustrates a single cell in LSTM, which has a cell state and three gates, i.e., input gate
i, forget gate f , and output gate o. Formally, the LSTM can be formulated as follows:
i t = σ (Wi [x t , ht −1 ] + bi ), ft = σ (Wf [x t , ht −1 ] + bf ),
Ct = tanh(WC [x t , ht −1 ] + bC ), Ct = ft  Ct −1 + i t  Ct ,

(1)

ot = σ (Wo [x t , ht −1 ] + bo ), ht = ot  tanh(Ct ),
where X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , xm } and m denote the input vector and the length of X , respectively. Also,
Wf , Wi , WC , Wo , bf , bi , bC , bo are the parameters as weight matrices and biases,  represents
element-wise multiplication, σ is the sigmoid function, and {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , hm } represents a sequence
of semantic features. Furthermore, the above formulas can be represented in short as:
ht = LST M (x t , ht −1 ).

(2)

As shown in Figure 3(b), BiLSTM uses the input sequential data and their reverse to train the
 }. The hidden vector h  is the concatenation of the forward hidden
semantic vectors {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , hm
t
→
−
←
−
vector ht and backward hidden vector ht at t-step. Specifically, we have
−−−→
→
−
ht = LST M (x t , ht −1 ),
←−−−
←
−
(3)
ht = LST M (x t , ht +1 ),
→

−
←
−
ht = ht ; ht .
We can represent the above formulas in short as:
ht = BiLST M (x 1:m , t ), ∀t ∈ [1, . . . , m],

(4)

where x 1:m denotes the input sequence {x 1 , . . . , xm }.
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Now, we can use BiLSTM to model word-level representation in job posting J and resume R. For
the lth job requirement jl = {jl,1 , . . . , jl,ml }, we first embed the words in jl to vectors by
J
J
= We jl,t , w l,t
∈ Rd0 ,
w l,t

(5)

J
denotes d 0 -dimensional word embedding of tth word in jl . As for R, word embedding
where w l,t
R

w l ,t  of t th word in candidate experience rl  is generated by a similar way. It should be noted that
the job postings and resumes share the same matrix We , which is initialized by a pre-trained word
vector matrix and re-trained during training processing.
Then, for each word in the lth job requirement jl and l th candidate experience rl  , we can
J
J
J
calculate the word-level representation {hl,1
, hl,2
, . . . , hl,m
} and {hlR,1 , hlR,2 , . . . , hlR,n  } by:
l

J
hl,t

hlR,t 

 J

= BiLST M w l,1:m
, t , ∀t ∈ [1, . . . , ml ],
l


= BiLST M w lR,1:nl  , t  , ∀t  ∈ [1, . . . , nl  ],

l

(6)

J
where w l,1:m
and w lR,1:n  denote the word vectors’ input sequences of jl and rl  , respectively. Also,
l

l

J
hl,t
presents the d 0 -dimension semantic representation of the tth word in the lth job requirement
jl , and hlR,t  denotes the representation of t th word in the l th candidate experience rl  .

4.2 Hierarchical Topic-based Ability-aware Representation
After getting the word-level representations of job postings and resumes, we further extract more
high-level representations for them. As for job postings, we consider that each ability requirement
refers to a specific need of a job, and the entire needs of a job can further be summarized from all
of its requirements. Following this intuition, we design a hierarchical neural network structure to
model such hierarchical representation. At the same time, for resumes, similar hierarchical relationships also exist between candidate experiences and her qualification, thus a similar hierarchical
neural network structure is also applied for resumes.
Besides, as we know, both job postings and resumes are documents with relatively well-defined
formats. For example, most of candidates tend to separate their past experiences by work contents
and order them by time for facilitating understanding. Indeed, such kinds of formats can help us to
better extract representations. Thus, to improve the performance and interpretability, we follow
the above intuitions and design four attention mechanisms to polish representations extracted by
our model at different levels.
Specifically, this component can be further divided into four parts: (1) Single Ability-aware Part
for Job Requirement for getting the semantic representation of each requirement in a job posting,
(2) Multiple Topic-based Ability-aware Part for Job Requirement for further extracting entire representation of a job posting, (3) Single Ability-aware Part for Candidate Experience for highlighting
some experiences in resumes by ability requirements, (4) Multiple Topic-based Ability-aware Part
for Candidate Experience for finally profiling candidates with all previous experiences. In the following, we will introduce the technical details of each component.
• Single Ability-aware Part for Job Requirement. It is obvious that the meaning of a sentence
is dominated by several keywords or phrases. Thus, to better capture the key information for each
ability requirement, we use an attention mechanism to estimate the importance of each word in it.
This attention layer is the weighted sum of the semantic vector of each word in each ability
requirement. Specifically, for lth ability requirement jl in job posting J , we first use the word
J
J
representation {hl,t
, . . . , hl,m
} as input of a fully connected layer and calculate the similarity with
l
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word-level context vector. Then, we use a softmax function to calculate the attention score α, i.e.,
J
)
exp(el,t

α l,t = m
l

J
i=1 exp(el,i )

J
el,t

,



J
= v α Ttanh Wα hl,t
+ bα ,

(7)

where v α , Wα , and bα are the parameters to be learned during the training processing. Specifically,
v α denotes the context vector of the jl , which is randomly initialized. The attention score α can be
seen as the importance of each word in jl . Finally, we calculate the single ability-aware requirement
representation slJ for jl by:
ml

J
slJ =
αl,t hl,t
.
(8)
t =1

• Multiple Topic-based Ability-aware Part for Job Requirement. In this part, we leverage
the representations extracted by Single Ability-aware Part for Job Requirement to summarize the
general needs of jobs. In most jobs, although different ability requirements refer to different specific
needs, their importance varies a lot. For example, for recruiting a software engineer, education
background is much less important than professional skills.
Moreover, the order of ability requirements in job description will also reflect their importance.
In fact, with considering the job posting as a document, each job requirement is a paragraph of this
document. Here, we first use a BiLSTM to model the sequential information of ability requirements.
Then, we add an attention layer to learn the importance of each ability requirement. Formally,
sequential ability representation {s 1J , . . . , spJ }, learned in Single Ability-aware in Job Requirement,
are used as input of a BiLSTM to generate a sequence of hidden state vectors {c 1J , . . . , cpJ }, i.e.,
 J 
c tJ = BiLST M s 1:p
, t , ∀t ∈ [1, . . . , p].
(9)
It should be noted that the single ability-aware job requirement representation above only considers the local context between the focus ability. Meanwhile, each job covers multiple abilities.
Thus, to better capture the key information for the Job J and learn importance of each ability requirement, we design a topic-based attention mechanism. Specifically, we first use a pre-trained
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model to extract the topic distribution z J of the job J . Then, we
calculate the importance βt of each ability requirement jt based on the similarity between its hidden state c tJ , topic vector z J of the integral job posting, and the context vector v β of all the ability
requirements, i.e.,
exp( ftJ )
βt = p
,
J
i=1 exp( f i )


ftJ = v β Ttanh Wβ c tJ + U β z J + b β ,

(10)

where the parameters Wβ , U β , b β , and context vector v β are learned during training stage. Also,
z J ∈ Rd1 , where d 1 is the hyper-parameter indicating the number of topics in the job posting J .
Then, a latent multiple ability-aware job requirement vector will be calculated by weighted sum
of the hidden state vectors of abilities, i.e.,
дJ =

p

t =1

βt c tJ .

(11)
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Particularly, the attention scores β can greatly improve the interpretability of the model. It is helpful for visualizing the importance of each ability requirement in practical recruitment applications.
• Single Ability-aware Part for Experience. Now, we turn to introduce the learning of resume
representations. Specifically, when a recruiter examines whether a candidate matches a job, he/she
tends to focus on those specific skills related to this job, which can be reflected by the candidate
experiences. As shown in Figure 1, for candidate A, considering the fourth job requirement, we will
pay more attention to the highlighted “green” sentences. Meanwhile, we may focus on the “blue”
sentences when matching the second requirement. And, we should consider the global information
of the candidate experiences R, which will help us extract key information from these highlights.
Thus, we design a novel topic-based ability-aware attention mechanism to qualify the abilityaware contributions of each word in candidate experience to a specific ability requirement.
Formally, for the lth candidate experience rl , its word-level semantic representation is calculated
by a BiLSTM. And, we use an attention-based relation score γl,k,t to qualify the ability-aware conR to the kth ability requirement j . It can be calculated
tribution of each semantic representation hl,t
k
by
R
)
exp(el,k,t
γl,k,t = nl p
,
R
i=1 j=1 exp(e j,k,i )


R
R
el,k,t
= vγTtanh Wγ skJ + Uγ hl,t
+ bγ ,

(12)

where the Wγ , Uγ , vγ , bγ are parameters. skJ is the semantic vector of ability requirement jk , which
is calculated by Equation (8).
Finally, the single ability-aware candidate experience representation is calculated by the
weighted sum of the word-level semantic representation of rl , i.e.,
R
sl,k

=

nl

t =1

R
γl,k,t hl,t
.

(13)

Here, the attention score γ further enhances the interpretability of TAPJFNN. It enables us to
understand whether and why a candidate is qualified for an ability requirement. We will give a
deep analysis in the experiments.
• Multiple topic-based Ability-aware Part for Experience. For a candidate, her ordered experiences can reveal her growth process well and such temporal information can also benefit the
evaluation on her abilities. To capture such temporal relationships between experiences, we leverage another BiLSTM. Specifically, we first accumulate the single ability-aware candidate experience representation to generate the latent semantic vector slR for lth candidate experience rl ,
i.e.,
p

R
sl,t
.
(14)
slR =
t =1

Now, we get a set of semantic vectors for candidate experiences, i.e., {s 1R , . . . , sqR }. Considering
there exist temporal relationships among {s 1R , . . . , sqR }, we use a BiLSTM to chain them, i.e.,


R
, t , ∀t ∈ [1, . . . , q].
(15)
c tR = BiLST M s 1:q
Finally, considering the topic distribution z R of resume R and topic distribution z J of job posting
J , we use the weighted sum of the hidden states {c 1R , . . . , c qR } to generate the multiple topic-based
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ability-aware candidate experience representation дR , i.e.,
exp( ftR )
δ t = q
,
R
i=1 exp( f i )


ftR = vδTtanh Wδ д J + Uδ c tR + Mδ z J + Vδ z R + bδ ,
дR =

q

t =1

(16)

δ t c tR ,

where the Wδ , Uδ , Mδ , Vδ , and bδ are parameters to be learned during the training processing, and
z R ∈ Rd2 .
4.3 Person-Job Fit Prediction
With the process of Hierarchical Ability-aware Representation, we can jointly learn the representations for both job postings and resumes. To measure the matching degree between them, we
first propose the Preliminary Person-Job Fit Prediction. Then, we design a Refinement Strategy for
Person-Job Fit Prediction to further improve the performance.
• Preliminary Person-Job Fit Prediction. Here, we treat the outputs of the hierarchical abilityaware representation as input and apply a comparison mechanism based on a fully connected
network to learn the overall Person-Job Fit representation D for predicting the label y by a logistic function. In addition, for using the concatenation to combine the information of job posting
and resumes, we use two matching heuristics including element-wise difference and element-wise
product of two representation vectors. These heuristics are certain measures of “similarity” that
consider both distance and angle of representation vectors. Similar to Mou et al. [2015] and Tai
et al. [2015], we use the combination of both “similarity” measures for better experimental results.
The mathematical definition is as follows:
D = tanh(Wd [д J ; дR ; д J − дR ; д J  дR ; z J ; z R ; (W J z J + b J )  (WR z R + bR )] + bd ),
y = Siдmoid (Wy D + by ),

(17)

where Wd , bd , Wy , by , W J , b J , WR , bR are the parameters to tune the network and y ∈ [0, 1]. We
also use  to denote element-wise product. Meanwhile, we minimize the binary cross entropy to
train our model.
• Refinement Strategy for Person-Job Fit Prediction. Although the above model can already
predict the matching degree between job and candidate, it does not make full use of the historical
recruitment records. Specifically, during each iteration, the model only considers the job posting
and resume in the current application instead of using the historical applications for the current
job in each training step. Meanwhile, the resumes of previous job seekers can intuitively help to
enrich the information of job requirement. Therefore, we design a Refinement Strategy for PersonJob Fit Prediction with modeling the difference between the representations of those resumes and
the resume in the current application, to enhance the performance of Person-Job Fit Prediction.
Specifically, we first train the Preliminary Person-Job Fit Prediction. After the model converges,
we get the representation д J for each job posting J , as well as the representation дR of the resume R that applied for the job J . Now, given a job posting J and a resume R, we first randomly
select the K resumes (excluding R to prevent information leakage) of successful and unsuccessful candidates applying for job J , respectively. We denote these two representation matrices as



J, R
J, R
= [дR1 ; дR2 ; . . . ; дRk ] and д−,1:K
= [дR1 ; дR2 ; . . . ; дR K ], where Ri , i ∈ [1, K] are the resumes of
д+,1:K
the successful applications for the job J , and Ri , i ∈ [1, K] are the unsuccessful candidates’ resumes.
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the calculations of д+J, R and д−J, R .
J, R
J, R
Then, we use the pooling layers to convert д+,1:K
and д−,1:K
to two vectors д+J, R and д−J, R , respectively. Here, we introduce two kinds of pooling layer, including the max pooling and attentional
pooling. When using the max pooling, we have

 J, R 
 J, R 
 J, R

J, R
д+,max
= max д+,1:K,1
; max д+,1:K,2
; . . . ; max д+,1:K,d
,
R








(18)
J, R
J, R
J, R
J, R
= max д−,1:K,1
д−,max
; max д−,1:K,2
; . . . ; max д−,1:K,d
,
R
J, R J, R
where d R is the dimension of each representation vector д+,i
, д−,i , i ∈ [1, K].
Since those historical representations of resumes may have different effects on predicting the
J, R
matching degree, we also design an attentional pooling to calculate д+,at
t as follows:
J, R
д+,at
t =

K


κt дRt ,

t =1

exp(et+ )
κ t = K
,
+
i=1 exp(e t )

(19)

et+ = vκ Ttanh(Wκ дRt + bκ ),
J, R
where vκ , Wκ , and bκ are the parameters. Similarly, we can get д−,at
t with attentional pooling
layer. Then, we concatenate the max pooling and attentional pooling result to get д+J, R and д−J, R .
 J, R

J, R
д+J, R = Wc + д+,max
, д+,at
t + bc + ,
 J, R

(20)
J, R
д−J, R = Wc − д−,max
, д−,at
t + bc − ,
R

where Wc + , Wc − , bc + , bc − are the parameters, and д+J, R , д−J, R ∈ Rd .
Finally, we leverage a fully connected network similar to Equation (17) to fine-tune Person-Job
Fit. Specifically, we involve the historical application information of job J through д+J, R and д−J, R .
D  = tanh(Wd [д J ; дR ; д J − дR ; д J  дR ; д+J,R  дR ; д−J,R  дR ; z J ; z R ; (W Jz J + b J )  (WR z R + bR )] + bd ),
y = Siдmoid (WyD  + by ).

(21)
i.e., Wd, bd , Wy, by , W J,

b J ,
Note that we only update the parameters contained in Equation (21),
WR , bR , to fine-tune Person-Job Fit. In fact, we can use Equation (21) to train the entire network,
including the representations in the preliminary model. However, it will cause the time complexity
of the entire TAPFJNN network training to become 2K + 1 times of the current training strategy,
which is intolerable.
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5 APPLICATION
In this section, we will introduce two Person-Job Fit applications enabled by TAPJFNN, i.e., Talent
sourcing and Job Recommendation. In addition, we will present a novel learning algorithm
in Job Recommendation to figure out the problem of learning from natural scarcity of negative
instances.
5.1 Talent Sourcing
Talent sourcing is the process of finding suitable candidates for a specific job posting. Intuitively,
we can train our TAPFJNN on the historical job application data and get the model M. Then, for
a specific job posting J , given a candidates set {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , Rn }, we can estimate the probability
of success for each candidate Ri , i ∈ [1, n] by M (J , Ri ). After that, we can find suitable talents by
sorting M (J , Ri ).
5.2

Job Recommendation

Job Recommendation is another important application in Person-Job Fit. It is the process of recommending a list of appropriate job postings for the job seeker. Since the job recommendation
mainly helps the job seekers to find the suitable jobs that match their abilities, a failed application
can only indicate that the job seeker has a gap compared to other candidates in the same period.
In other words, it does not necessarily mean that this candidate should not be recommended for
this position. Therefore, different with talent sourcing, we cannot treat the failed applications as
the negative samples to train our TAPFJNN model.
Actually, this problem also called the on-class problem, because of the lack of negative feedback
while only positive feedback (i.e., apply) is available. To address this special semi-supervised [Wang
et al. 2016] issue, several approaches use sample negative feedback from the missing data with different sampling methods. For instance, uniformly sampling is one of the most common methods
in a recommender system [He et al. 2017]. The non-uniform sampling strategy takes the confidence whether the unobserved samples are indeed negative ones into consideration, such as
user-oriented ones [Pan et al. 2008]. Here, we design a new sampling method for our job recommendation scenario.
Formally, let M and N denote the number of candidates and job postings from the implicit
feedback of successful job applications S + , respectively. We define the candidate-job interaction
matrix Y ∈ RM ×N from candidates’ implicit feedback as,

1, if application (candidate i, job j) is observed in S + ;
yi, j =
(22)
0, otherwise,
where yi, j = 1 indicates that candidate i and job posting j is a successful job application in S + ;
however, yi, j = 0 does not necessarily mean job posting j is not relevant to candidate i. Intuitively,
we can treat all the yi, j = 0 as the negative instances to train our TAPFJNN. And, due to the imbalance of label y, we can use the under-sampling method to randomly select negative instances
before each iteration of training.
However, it provides noisy signals about candidates’ preference, which leads to the negative
impact on model training. To overcome the challenge of learning from the scarcity of negative
instances, we design a new learning algorithm to train our model for job recommendation.
• Learning TAPJFNN with Noisy Labels. Generally, for candidate i, each position j has a probability that is suitable for recommendation, which is denoted by pi,∗ j . Clearly, we have pi,∗ j + = 1 if
candidate i and job posting j + is a successful job application in S + . Here, we estimate pi,∗ j based on a
simple but reliable assumption, i.e., a higher degree of similarity between a job j and the successful
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position j + of the job seeker i leads to a larger value pi,∗ j . Therefore, we can get the corresponding
pi,∗ j by estimating the confusion matrix of semantic similarity between job postings,
pi,∗ j = Q j +, j , if interaction (candidate i, job j + ) is observed in S + ,

(23)

where Q ∈ RN ×N is the confusion matrix between job postings.
To estimate the confusion matrix Q, we design a cluster-based method. We first use k-Means
clustering [MacQueen et al. 1967] to group all the job postings into Kc clusters. Then, we calculate
Q as follows:
⎧
1,
⎪
⎪
⎪
Kα ,
Qi j = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪ K β −Kγ d (c i , c j ) +
⎩ Kmin −Kmax

i = j;
i  j, i and j in the same clusters;
Kγ Kmin −K β Kmax
, i and j not in the same clusters,
Kmin −Kmax

(24)

where c i , c j are the cluster centers of candidate i, j, respectively; d (·) is used to calculate Euclidean
distance; Kmax and Kmin are the maximum and minimum Euclidean distance of all two different
cluster centers, respectively; K α , K β , Kγ ∈ [0, 1] are hyper-parameters.
After we get the confusion matrix Q, the loss can be defined as
N

1   ∗
− pin , jn loд(p(
yin , jn = 1|Θ, i n , jn )) + (1 − pi∗n , jn )loд(p(
yin , jn = 0|Θ, i n , jn ))
L(Θ) = 
N n=1
N

1  
= 
− Q jn+, jn loд(p(
yin , jn = 1|Θ, i n , jn )) + (1 − Q jn+, jn )loд(p(
yin , jn = 0|Θ, i n , jn )) ,
N n=1
(25)

where the N  represents the instances size; jn+ is position that candidate i n has successfully applied
for; yin , jn is the predicted output of our TAPFJNN model, which is parameterized by Θ (network
weights and biases). The overall learning process of our model in job recommendation is described
in Algorithm 1.
6

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we will introduce the extensive experiments conducted on a real-world recruitment
dataset. Specifically, the following questions will be answered by the experimental results.
• Question 1. How does the proposed TAPFJNN approach perform compared with other
state-of-the-art algorithms?
• Question 2. Is the proposed cluster-based algorithm able to handle the problem of learning
from natural scarcity of negative instances in job recommendation?
• Question 3. How does the proposed TAPFJNN model involve the non-textual features? Do
there exist some non-textual features that may impair the fairness of algorithm?
• Question 4. How does the proposed TAPFJNN approach achieve the interpretable PersonJob Fit result?
6.1 Data Description
In this article, we conducted our validation on a real-world dataset, which was provided by Baidu
Inc., a leading high-tech company in China. To protect the privacy of candidates, all the job application records were anonymized by deleting sensitive personal information.
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ALGORITHM 1: Framework of learning TAPFJNN for job recommendation.
Input: The set of candidates R = {R1, R 2 , . . . , R M }, the set of job postings J = {J1 , J2 , . . . , J N },
the candidate-job interaction matrix Y , Hyper-parameters Kc , K α , K β , Kγ , batch size N  and
negative under-sampling ratio N
Output: Model parameters Θ
1: Let A be an SGD-like stochastic optimization algorithm, such as Adam [Kingma and Ba 2014];
2: Group {J1 , J2 , . . . , J N } into Kc clusters by using K-Means, calculate the cluster centers
{c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c K };
3: Calculate confusion matrix Q by using Equation (24);
4: while Not meet the stopping criterion do
5:
Randomly select N M candidate-job pair with satisfying {yi, j = 0, ∀i ∈ R, j ∈ J } without
replacement, and combined with the successful candidate-job pair to get the training instances set X.
6:
Shuffle X into (N N+1)M
mini-batches and denote by X i the ith mini-batch;

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

for i = 1 to (N N+1)M
do

Calculate the Equation (25) and set gradient
Update Θ by A with its current step size η;
end for
end while

Θ L(Θ);

In total, we collected 2,301,125 job applications with a range of several years.3 The time distribution of successful job applications is shown in Figure 5(a). After removing those incomplete
job postings and resumes (e.g., resumes without any experience records, job postings without any
job requirements), we finally got 1,495,166 job applications data, which consist of 20,184 successful
applications and 1,474,982 failed ones. Noted that we treated all the candidates who receive a job
offer as successful applicants and do not need to accept it. Correspondingly, we found 5,804 job
postings and 696,251 resumes totally. We find that only about 1.3% of applications were accepted,
which leads to a typical imbalanced situation and highlights the difficulty of talent recruitment.
To a certain degree, this phenomenon may also validate the practical value of our work, as the results of Person-Job Fit may help both recruiters and job seekers to enhance the success rate. Some
basic statistics of the pruned dataset are summarized in Table 2. What should be noted is that it is
reasonable to have more applications than the number of resumes, since one candidate can apply
for several positions at the same time, which is mentioned above.
Moreover, there are four categories of job postings in our collected dataset: Technology, Product, User Interface (UI), and Others. Figure 5(b) summarizes the distribution of job postings and
corresponding applied resumes according to different categories. Clearly, most of the applications
are technology-oriented. In addition, Figure 6 demonstrates the different recruitment demands
of these four kinds of job postings.4 We can observe that technical position is more concerned
with specific professional skills requirements, such as “programming,” “algorithm,” and “machine
learning.” Meanwhile, product-oriented positions like product manager are responsible for the
development of products for an organization and work to define the business strategy behind a
product, requiring some non-professional abilities such as “logical thinking” and “innovation.” At
the same time, we pay more attention to the visual design capabilities of UI designers. Furthermore,
because sales-related positions are included in other positions, relevant skills are highlighted.
3 Compared

to our previous work, we collected a dataset with a larger time span and collected textual data on job duties.
the words are originally in Chinese. We automatically translated them by using a commercial translation tool: http:
//api.fanyi.baidu.com/api/trans/product/index.

4 All
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Fig. 5. (a): The time distribution of successful job applications. (b): The distribution of different categories
w.r.t. job posting and resume, respectively. (c): The distribution of job requirements (duties). (d): The words
distribution of job requirement (duty). (e): The distribution of candidate experiences. (f): The words distribution of candidate experience.
Table 2. The Statistics of the Dataset

Statistics
# of job postings
# of resumes
# of successful applications
# of failed applications
Average job requirements(duties) per posting
Average project/work experiences per resume
Average words per job requirement
Average words per project/work experience

Values
5,804
696,251
20,184
1,474,982
9.784
4.556
15.450
106.678

Fig. 6. The word cloud representation related to four kinds of job postings in our dataset, where the size of
each keyword is proportional to its frequency.
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6.2 Experimental Setup
Here, we introduce the detailed settings of our experiments, including the technique of word embedding, parameters for our TAPJFNN, as well as the details of training stage.
• Word Embedding. First, we explain the embedding layer, which is used to transfer the original
“bag of words” input to a dense vector representation. In detail, we first used the Skip-gram model
to pre-train the word embedding from all the job postings and candidates’ resumes of our collected
dataset. Then, we utilized the pre-trained word embedding results to initialize the embedding layer
weight We , which was further fine-tuned during the training processing of TAPJFNN. Specifically,
the dimension of word vectors was set to 256.
• TAPJFNN Setting. In TAPJFNN model, according to the observation in Figures 5(c), 5(d), 5(e),
and 5(f), we set the maximum number of job requirements in each job posting as 18, the same with
the constraint of candidate experiences in each resume. Then, the maximum number of words in
each requirement/experience was set as 30 and 300, respectively. Along this line, the excessive
parts were removed. Also, the dimension of hidden state in BiLSTM was set as 200 to learn the
word-level joint representation and requirement/experience representation. Besides, we used two
pre-trained LDA models to extract the topic distribution for job requirement and experience. Here,
we used all the job postings and resumes as the training data, respectively. We set topic numbers as
d 1 = 50 and d 2 = 150 in our experiments. The dimensions of parameters to calculate the attention
score α, β, γ , and δ were set as 200. Finally, the hyper-parameter K in refinement strategy was set
as 7.
• Training Setting. To achieve better convergence result of our model, following the idea in
Glorot and Bengio [2010], we initialized
 all the matrixand vector parameters in our TAPJFNN
model with uniform distribution in [− 6/(nin + nout ), 6/(nin + nout )], where nin , nout denote
the number of the input and output units, respectively. Also, models were optimized by using the
Adam [Kingma and Ba 2014] algorithm. Moreover, we set batch size as 32 for training and further
used the dropout layer with the probability 0.8 to prevent overfitting.
6.3

Baseline Methods

To validate the performance of our TAPJFNN model, several state-of-the-art supervised models
were selected as baseline methods, including the classic supervised learning methods such as Logistical Regression (LR), Decision Tree (DT), Adaboost (AB), Random Forests (RF), and Gradient
Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT). For these baselines, we used two kinds of input features to construct the experiment, separately.
• Bag-of-words vectors. We first created the bag-of-words vectors of ability requirements
and candidate experiences, respectively, where the ith dimension of each vector is the frequency of the ith word in dictionary. Then, two vectors were spliced together as input.
• Mean vector of word embedding. We respectively averaged the pre-trained word vector
of the requirements and experiences and then spliced them as model input.
Besides, we also propose an RNN-based model called Basic Person-Job Fit Neural Network
(BPJFNN-RNN) as baseline, which can be treated as a simplified version of our TAPJFNN model.
The structure of the BPJFNN-RNN model is shown in Figure 7. To be specific, in this model, two
BiLSTM models are used to get the semantic representation of each word in requirements and
experiences. What should be noted is that, here, we treat all the ability requirements in one job
posting as a unity, i.e., a “long sentence,” instead of separate requirements, so do the experiences in
candidate resumes. Then, we add a mean-pooling layer above them to get two semantic vectors s J ,
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Fig. 7. The illustrations of the proposed RNN-based Basic Person-Job Fit Neural Network.

s R , respectively. Finally, we can use the following equations to estimate the Person-Job Fit result
label y.




D = tanh Wd s J ; s R ; s J − s R + bd ,
(26)
y = so f tmax (Wy D + by ),
where the Wd and bd are the parameters to learn.
Also, we chose two state-of-the-art Person-Job Fit models as the baseline models. One is our
preliminary model APJFNN [Qin et al. 2018], the other is PJFNN [Zhu et al. 2018]. Specifically,
PJFNN is a CNN-based Person-Job Fit Neural model with minimizing cosine distance between the
semantic representations of job posting and resume in successful job applications and maximizing the fail ones. In addition, TAPJFNN_preliminary is a variant of our model that only uses the
preliminary Person-Job Fit Prediction.
6.4 Evaluation Metrics
Considering the first application, talent sourcing, since in the real-world process of talent recruitment, we usually have a potential “threshold” to pick up those adequate candidates, which results in
a certain “ratio of acceptance.” However, we could hardly determine the acceptance rate properly,
as it could be a personalized value that is affected by complicated factors. Thus, to comprehensively validate the performance, we selected the AUC index to measure the performance under
different situations. Besides, we adopted the Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-measure as
the evaluation metrics.
To measure the performance in job recommendation, we adopted the commonly used error
metric in learning to rank, Hit Ratio (HR), which intuitively measures whether the candidate’s
successfully applied job posting is present on the top-N list of recommendations. And it is defined
as:
n+
(27)
HR@N = t est ,
nt est
where the nt+est denotes the number of instances that the successful applied job posting is present
on the top-N list in the testing set and nt est is the number of instances in the testing set. Without
special mention, we truncated N = 10, 20 in our experiments.
6.5 Experiment Results in Talent Sourcing
• Overall Performance Comparisons (Q1). We conducted the task of Person-Job Fit based on
the real-word dataset, i.e., we used the successful job applications as positive samples and then
used the failed applications as the negative instance to train the models. To reduce the impact of
imbalances in data, we used the under-sampling method to randomly select negative instances that
are equal to the number of positive instances for each job posting to evaluate our model. Along
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Table 3. The Performance of TAPJFNN and Baselines

Methods
LR
AB
DT
RF
GBDT
LR (with word2vec)
AB (with word2vec)
DT (with word2vec)
RF (with word2vec)
GBDT (with word2vec)
BPJFNN-RNN
PJFNN [Zhu et al. 2018]
APJFNN [Qin et al. 2018]
TAPJFNN_preliminary
TAPJFNN

Accuracy
0.6856
0.7351
0.7111
0.7299
0.7782
0.6777
0.6635
0.6224
0.6536
0.6737
0.7800
0.8045
0.8273
0.8387
0.8508

Precision
0.6918
0.7420
0.7741
0.7370
0.7902
0.6870
0.6675
0.6280
0.6672
0.6741
0.7897
0.8179
0.8704
0.8676
0.8774

Recall
0.6695
0.7210
0.5961
0.7151
0.7577
0.6526
0.6516
0.6006
0.6130
0.6725
0.7631
0.7834
0.7691
0.7993
0.8156

F1
0.6804
0.7313
0.6736
0.7259
0.7736
0.6694
0.6595
0.6140
0.6389
0.6733
0.7762
0.8003
0.8166
0.8321
0.8454

AUC
0.7346
0.8021
0.7561
0.7997
0.8551
0.7426
0.7237
0.6706
0.7163
0.7419
0.8535
0.8729
0.8959
0.9091
0.9300

this line, we randomly selected 80% of the dataset as training data, another 10% for tuning the
parameters, and the last 10% as test data to validate the performance.
The performance is shown in Table 3.5 According to the results, clearly, we realize that our
TAPJFNN outperforms all the baselines with a significant margin, which verifies that our framework could well distinguish those adequate candidates with given job postings. Especially, both
our TAPJFNN and preliminary model APJFNN perform better than BPJFNN. It seems that our attention strategies can not only distinguish the critical ability/experience for better explanation,
but also improve the performance with better estimation of matching results. Since our TAPJFNN
model can catch more important information from the job posting and resume textual data by using the hierarchical topic-based attention strategies and leverage the historical recruitment records
data by using the Refinement Strategy for Person-Job Fit Prediction, it boosts by 2.35%, 2.88%, and
3.14% for metric Accuracy, F1, and AUC than APJFNN, respectively.
At the same time, we find that almost all the baselines using the Bag-of-Words as input feature
outperform those using the pre-trained word vector as input features (i.e., those with “word2vec”
in Table 3). This phenomenon may indicate that the pre-trained word vectors are not enough to
characterize the semantic features of the recruitment textual data; this is the reason of why we use
the BiLSTM above the embedding layer to extract the word-level semantic word representation.
• The Effectiveness of Different Components. To demonstrate the role of each component, we
gradually removed each component and compared it to our TAPJFNN. Specifically, we constructed
variants of our model as follows:
• TAPJFNN_max is the variant that only uses max pooling layer in the refinement strategy
for Person-Job Fit prediction.
• TAPJFNN_att is the variant that only uses attentional pooling layer in the refinement strategy for Person-Job Fit prediction.
5 Compared with the experiments of Qin et al. [2018], we increased the size of the dataset and additively used the job duties

data, which improved the overall performance.
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Fig. 8. The performance of TAPJFNN and its variants.

• TAPJFNN_mean is the variant that only uses mean pooling layer in the refinement strategy
for Person-Job Fit prediction.
• TAPJFNN_preliminary is the variant that only uses preliminary Person-Job Fit prediction.
• TAPJGNN_lstm_sj_smr is the variant of TAPJFNN_preliminary, which removes LSTM in
multiple ability-aware job representation.
• TAPJGNN_lstm_sj_sr is the variant of TAPJFNN_preliminary, which removes LSTMs in multiple ability-aware job and resume representations.
• APJFNN is our previously proposed model. It can be seen as a variant of
TAPJFNN_preliminary, which removes the effects of topic information.
• TAPJFNN_mj_smr is the variant of TAPJFNN_preliminary, which further removes the single
ability-aware attention mechanism in job requirement.
• TAPJFNN_smr is the variant of TAPJFNN_mj_smr, which further removes the single abilityaware attention mechanisms in candidate experience.
• TAPJFNN_mr is the variant of TAPJFNN_smr, which further removes the multiple topicbased ability-aware in job requirement.
• TAPJFNN_e is the variant of TAPJFNN_mr, which further removes the multiple topic-based
ability-aware in candidate experience.
The results are shown in Figure 8. First, we can observe that the TAPJFNN gets a boost of
2.9% for the metric AUC than the TAPJFNN_preliminary, which clearly verifies the effectiveness
of our refinement strategy for Person-Job Fit prediction. We also find that only using max pooling layer or attentional pooling layer reduces the AUC about 1.2%∼1.3%. In addition, because
using the mean pooling layer does not have a significant improvement, we did not involve it
in our refinement strategy. Second, we find that gradually removing LSTM from the multiple
ability-aware representations of job and resume significantly reduces the performance. Besides,
the TAPJFNN_preliminary outperforms our original model APJFNN by a boost of 1.14%, 1.55%,
and 1.32% for metric Accuracy, F1, and AUC, respectively. It shows the effectiveness of involving
the topic information by using the LDA model. Last, as the single and multiple ability-aware attention mechanisms are removed progressively, the performance is getting worse, which clearly
demonstrates each component in two hierarchical topic-based ability attention strategies.
• The Robustness on Different Data Split. To observe how our model performs at different
train/test split, we randomly selected 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, 40% of the dataset as training set, another
10% for testing set, and the rest for tuning the parameters. The results are shown in Figures 9(a),
9(b), and 9(c). We can observe that the overall performance of our model is relatively stable, while
it gets better as the training data increases. Indeed, the improvements of the best performance
compared with the worst one are only 3.47%, 2.72%, and 4.02% for three metrics, respectively.
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Fig. 9. The performance of TAPJFNN at different train/test split.

Fig. 10. The performance of TAPJFNN with different K in fine tuning Person-Job Fit.

Fig. 11. (a) and (b) show the Accuracy/AUC performance of TAPJFNN with different topic number of job
postings d 1 . (c) and (d) show the Accuracy/AUC performance of TAPJFNN with different topic number of
candidates’ experiences d 2 .

Furthermore, we find that our model with 60% of data for training has already outperformed all
the baselines methods, which used 80% of the data for training. The results clearly validate the
robustness of our model in terms of training scalability.
• Impact of Hyper-parameter K. The hyper-parameter K controls the number of successful/
unsuccessful applications when using the refinement strategy for Person-Job Fit prediction. We
evaluated the impact of performance with different K ranging from 3 to 15, which is shown in
Figure 10. We can observe that when K = 7, the performance is good enough, which will be difficult
to further improve when enlarging the value of K.
• Impact of Topic Number d 1, d 2 . The d 1 , d 2 values control the topic number when using the
topic-based attention mechanisms. Here, we separately evaluated the effect of d 1 , d 2 by fixing d 1 =
50 or d 2 = 150 and setting another value range from 10 to 300. The result is shown in Figure 11.
We can observe that when d 1 ≥ 50, the performance of our model does not change significantly
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Table 4. The Performance of TAPJFNN and Baselines

Methods
ItemPop
BPJFNN-RNN
PJFNN [Zhu et al. 2018]
APJFNN [Qin et al. 2018]
TAPJFNN_preliminary
TAPJFNN
TAPJFNN-K

HR@10
0.2418
0.2695
0.2734
0.3149
0.3291
0.3493
0.4076

HR@20
0.3198
0.3476
0.3722
0.4156
0.4430
0.4557
0.5443

with increasing the value of d 1 . Meanwhile, we find that the performance is not good when d 2 is
smaller, i.e., d 2 = 10. Thus, we adopted a large value for d 2 for better result, and d 2 = 150 seems to
be good enough.
6.6

Experiment Results in Job Recommendation

• Overall Performance Comparisons (Q1,Q2). The original job application data contain four
different categories of job posting. Without loss of generality, we use the technical data to construct
the experiment. And, we filtered the dataset to make each job posting have at least 10 corresponding candidates who have successfully applied it. Finally, we collected 3,957 candidates’ resumes and
189 job postings to construct the successful job applications dataset. Along this line, we randomly
selected 80% of the candidates’ in the dataset as the training set, another 10% to tune the parameters, and the last 10% as the test data. Meanwhile, with the help of domain experts, we labeled
the ground-truth of the test data to verify the performance. Also, we involved a baseline called
ItemPop, which ranks the job posting by their popularity judged by the number of interactions
of the job postings and the candidates.
The overall performance is shown in Table 4. Clearly, we find our TAPJFNN performs the best
compared with other baselines. We also observed that TAPJFNN-K performs better than the basic
TAPFJNN, which set the negative under-sampling ratio N = 3, Kc = 40, K α = 0.95, K β = 0.1, and
Kγ = 0.
6.7 How to Involve the Non-textual Features?
• Modeling the non-textual features. Our model is friendly to involve the non-textual features.
Here, we denote non-textual features of the job posting and resumes as o J ∈ Rd4 and o R ∈ Rd5 ,
respectively. Similar to the refinement strategy in person-job fit prediction, we collected the nontextual features of K resumes of the successful/unsuccessful candidates applying for job J , reJ, R
J, R
J, R
J, R
and o −,1:K
. Then, we can calculate the vectors o +,max
, o +,at
spectively, which denote as o +,1:K
t,

J, R
J, R
J, R
J, R
o −,max
, and o −,at
t from o +,1:K and o −,1:K with max pooling and attentional pooling layers like

Equation (18), (19), and concatenate them as o +J, R and o −J, R by using a full connection layer as
Equation (20). Then, we adjust the Equation (21) to:
D  = tanh(Wd [o J ; o R ; o R  o +J, R ; o R  o −J, R ; д J ; дR ; д J − дR ; д J  дR ;
д+J, R  дR ; д−J, R  дR ; z J ; z R ; (W Jz J + b J )  (WR z R + bR )] + bd ),

y =

Siдmoid (WyD 

+ by ).
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Table 5. The Description of Features
Features

Feature Type

Description

Dimension

Job Postings Categories
Candidates’ Gender
Candidates’ age
Candidates’ Education

Discrete
Discrete
Continuous
Discrete

4
2
1
7

Candidates’ Graduated
School

Discrete

The category of the job, such as Technical, Product
Male or Female
Age
The highest education of the candidates, such as
graduate student, doctoral student
Is candidate graduated from one of the list of
Chinese universities in Project 211, and so on.

14

Table 6. The Performance of TAPJFNN and Baselines Using Non-textual Features

Methods
LR
AB
DT
RF
GBDT
LR (with word2vec)
AB (with word2vec)
DT (with word2vec)
RF (with word2vec)
GBDT (with word2vec)
BPJFNN-RNN
PJFNN [Zhu et al. 2018]
APJFNN [Qin et al. 2018]
TAPJFNN

Accuracy
0.6925
0.7418
0.7111
0.7340
0.7750
0.6757
0.6615
0.6204
0.6583
0.6715
0.7804
0.8362
0.8556

Precision
0.6930
0.7470
0.7777
0.7367
0.7832
0.6815
0.6633
0.6172
0.6670
0.6703
0.7894
0.8738
0.8823

Recall
0.6913
0.7314
0.5912
0.7279
0.7607
0.6595
0.6561
0.6343
0.6323
0.6749
0.7651
0.7859
0.8206

F1
0.6921
0.7391
0.6717
0.7323
0.7717
0.6704
0.6597
0.6256
0.6492
0.6726
0.7771
0.8276
0.8503

AUC
0.7429
0.8074
0.7499
0.8045
0.8577
0.7478
0.7266
0.6652
0.7233
0.7475
0.8546
0.9019
0.9332

We constructed four kinds of non-textual features, which are job postings categories (T, P, U,
O), candidates’ gender, age, and their education (highest education, graduated school). Also, we
transferred all the discrete features into the one-hot vectors and normalized all the continuous
features into a range of [0, 1]. Table 5 shows the details of the features.
Along this line, we added the non-textual features into the baselines by invovling o J and o R 6 .
Table 6 shows the performance of our model and the baselines with non-textual features in talent
sourcing. We can observe that most of the methods including our model have some improvement
when adding the non-textual features.
• How to avoid unfairness of the algorithm when considering the non-textual features.
Admittedly, while the accuracy of the algorithm is essential, another paramount issue that needs
to be paid attention to is empowering the correct values of the intelligent recruitment system and
ensuring the fairness of the algorithm. In recent years, it has received extensive attention from
academics and the media [Dastin 2018]. For any machine learning–based algorithm to become fair,
it must first avoid the bias of training data, such as the significant difference in employment ratio of
women and men. Unfortunately, for many existing recruitment practices in real life, the prejudices
6 Because

PJFNN [Zhu et al. 2018] uses the cosine distance as the loss function, we cannot add the non-textual features.
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seem hard to completely avoid. For example, according to a recent report [Test-doctoring 2018],
doctoring has long been a male bastion at the Tokyo Medical University, where they confessed
to marking down the test scores of female applications to keep the ratio of women in each class
below 30%.
So, in the construction of the intelligent recruitment system, one of the questions that must be
answered is that, if we already have a dataset with potential value discrepancy, how can we avoid
further misleading the algorithm? Intuitively, if the data with gender bias are used for training machine learning models of intelligent recruitment, Gender would be regarded as a dominant feature
based on the common feature engineering, since the Chi-squared test result, information gain, or
correlation coefficient score indicate whether it has a significant correlation with the recruitment
result. Therefore, Gender feature is seen as a potential factor affecting the values of the machine
learning algorithm itself. In this case, we should not add Gender feature to train the model.
To confirm our conjecture, here, we evaluated on semi-synthetic data based on a real-world
recruitment system. First, we constructed a “standard dataset” without value discrepancy. Specifically, we randomly selected 5,678 successful job applications (positive instances) from the recruitment records of historical job postings, where half of them are female candidates. Then, for each of
the job postings, we also randomly selected the same number of failed job applications (negative
instances). In particular, both successful and failed applications satisfy that the numbers of male
and female candidates are equal, which means there is no gender bias in the original dataset. Next,
in the model validation step, we randomly selected 80% of the dataset as training data, another 10%
for tuning the parameters, and the last 10% as test data to validate the performance and robustness. At the same time, to simulate the possible unfairness scenario in the recruitment system, we
randomly labeled 50% of successful female applications as negative and labeled 50% of male failed
applications as positive ones in the training set and validation set. After the manual construction, in both training and validation sets, the success rates of male and female candidates become
75% and 25%, respectively. Note that we did not change the labels in test set, which has the same
cutoff ratio as “standard dataset” for both women and men to ensure it has the correct values.
Table 7 shows the performance on the validation set and testing set of the semi-synthetic data.
Clearly, we observe that with adding the Gender feature, each model in validation set has the better
performance, since validation set has a similar distribution with training set. However, in other
words, those models have unfortunately learned the value bias that existed therein. In contrast,
we realize that all the models perform better without using gender information on the testing
set, which demonstrates that the models can avoid value deviation from the training data to a
great extent without leveraging the Gender information. Therefore, we can conclude that when
historical recruitment dataset contains the bias of data distribution, such as gender discrimination,
we should not use the corresponding features to train the model, thus avoiding the algorithm to
produce value deviations like humans.
6.8 Case Study
With the proposed attention strategies, we target at not only improving the matching performance,
but also enhancing the interpretability of matching results. To that end, in this subsection, we will
illustrate the matching results in three different levels by visualizing the attention results.
Word-level: Capturing the key phrases from the sentences of job requirement.
First, we would like to evaluate whether our TAPJFNN model can reveal the word-level key
phrase from long sentences in job requirements. The corresponding case study is shown in Figure 12, in which some words (in Chinese) are highlighted as key phrases, and their darkness correlated to the value of attention α.
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Table 7. The Performance of TAPJFNN and Baselines on Semi-synthetic Data
Features
Methods
LR
AB
DT
RF
GBDT

Without gender feature
Datasets

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1

With gender feature
AUC

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1

AUC

Validation set

0.5122

0.5126

0.4957

0.5040 0.5348

0.6783

0.6758

0.6852

0.6805

0.7063

Testing set

0.5855

0.5913

0.5913

0.5913 0.6093

0.5203

0.5281

0.5061

0.5169

0.5693

Validation set

0.5713

0.5724

0.5635

0.5679 0.5847

0.7217

0.7040

0.7652

0.7333

0.7882

Testing set

0.6402

0.6567

0.6087

0.6318 0.6770

0.5459

0.5549

0.5270

0.5406

0.6274

Validation set

0.5870

0.6179

0.4557

0.5245 0.5951

0.7261

0.7167

0.7478

0.7319

0.7744

Testing set

0.6711

0.7349

0.5496

0.6289 0.6807

0.5079

0.5159

0.4800

0.4973

0.5701

Validation set

0.5991

0.6096

0.5513

0.5790 0.6118

0.7148

0.6939

0.7687

0.7294

0.7531

Testing set

0.6279

0.6527

0.5687

0.6078 0.6857

0.5141

0.5211

0.5165

0.5188

0.5807

Validation set

0.5913

0.5953

0.5704

0.5826 0.6290

0.7200

0.7030

0.7617

0.7312

0.7945

Testing set

0.6896

0.7069

0.6626

0.6840 0.7436

0.5194

0.5271

0.5078

0.5173

0.6208

LR (with
word2vec)

Validation set

0.5652

0.5693

0.5357

0.5520 0.5985

0.7113

0.6989

0.7426

0.7201

0.7625

Testing set

0.5873

0.6011

0.5530

0.5761 0.6140

0.5079

0.5150

0.5078

0.5114

0.5642

AB (with
word2vec)

Validation set

0.5626

0.5655

0.5409

0.5529 0.5780

0.7217

0.7121

0.7443

0.7280

0.7685

Testing set

0.5540

0.5647

0.5235

0.5433 0.5860

0.5256

0.5322

0.5322

0.5322

0.5565

DT (with
word2vec)

Validation set

0.5313

0.5304

0.5461

0.5381 0.5577

0.7243

0.7067

0.7670

0.7356

0.7435

Testing set

0.5502

0.5534

0.5861

0.5693 0.5853

0.4929

0.5000

0.5009

0.5004

0.5340

RF (with
word2vec)

Validation set

0.5565

0.5610

0.5200

0.5397 0.5756

0.6991

0.6856

0.7357

0.7097

0.7332

Testing set

0.5847

0.6057

0.5183

0.5586 0.6301

0.5212

0.5282

0.5217

0.5249

0.5387

GBDT (with
word2vec)

Validation set

0.5809

0.5841

0.5617

0.5727 0.5983

0.7157

0.7033

0.7461

0.7241

0.7687

Testing set

0.5970

0.6105

0.5670

0.5979 0.6317

0.5088

0.5157

0.5130

0.5144

0.5587

PJFNN-RNN
APJFNN
TAPJFNN

Validation set

0.5974

0.6261

0.4835

0.5456 0.6443

0.7183

0.6865

0.8035

0.7404

0.7858

Testing set

0.6296

0.6824

0.5043

0.5800 0.7034

0.5397

0.5425

0.5878

0.5643

0.6178

Validation set

0.6191

0.6179

0.6243

0.6211 0.6681

0.7157

0.6649

0.8696

0.7536

0.8091

Testing set

0.7425

0.7386

0.7617

0.7500 0.8036

0.5917

0.5780

0.7217

0.6419

0.6444

Validation set

0.6508

0.6346

0.7339

0.6806 0.6926

0.7804

0.7612

0.8261

0.7923

0.8363

Testing set

0.7707

0.7556

0.8226

0.7877 0.8181

0.6305

0.6114

0.7443

0.6714

0.6738

Fig. 12. Two examples for demonstrating the advantage of Attention α in capturing the informed part of the
ability requirement sentence.

According to the results, it is unsurprising that the crucial skills are highlighted compared with
common words. Furthermore, in the same requirement, different abilities may have different importance. For instance, in the requirement in line 1, the work experience requirement for professional skills could be more important than education requirement, which might be due to bachelor
degree being usually treated as the basic requirement. Similarly, for the technique-related skills
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Fig. 13. An example demonstrating the advantage of Attention β in measuring the importance of each ability
requirement among all the job needs. The left bar charts denote the distribution of β over all requirements.

Fig. 14. An example for demonstrating the advantage of Attention γ in capturing the ability-aware informed
part from the experience of candidate.

requirements in line 3, statistics, machine learning are more important than data mining, which
might be due to the different degrees (“strong background in” v.s. “strong interest in”).
Ability-level: Measuring the different importance among all abilities.
Second, we would like to evaluate whether TAPJFNN can highlight the most critical abilities.
The corresponding case study is shown in Figure 13, in which a histogram indicates the importance
of each ability, i.e., the distribution of attention β.
From the figure, a striking contrast can be observed among the eight abilities, in which the
bachelor degree with the lowest significance is usually treated as the basic requirement. Correspondingly, the ability of programming/algorithm, hadoop, and experience in big data computing
and storage, data retrieval system design could be quite beneficial in practice, which leads to higher
importance. Especially programming/algorithm achieves the highest significance, which might be
due to the strong degree word “master.” In other words, the importance of abilities could be measured by the scarcity, as most candidates have the bachelor degree, but only a few of them could
reach the ability of the programming/algorithm master.
Matching-level: Understanding the matching between job requirements and candidate
experiences.
At last, we would like to evaluate how TAPJFNN model can guide the matching between requirements and experiences. The corresponding case study is shown in Figure 14, in which darkness is
also correlated to the importance of experience while considering the different job requirements,
i.e., the attention value of γ .
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Definitely, we find that those key phrases that could satisfy the requirements are highlighted,
e.g., Linux kernel, Linux web cache server disaster recovery system design, and C code for the requirement Linux, C/C++, and network programming, respectively. Also, we realize that the “importance”
here indeed indicates the degree of satisfying the requirements. For instance, the phrase Linux
web cache server disaster recovery system design is darker than software design and development in
Linux system, since the former one is a concrete project strongly related to the Linux and network
programming, but the latter one is only a rough matching. Thus, this case study also proves that
our TAPJFNN method could provide good interpretability for Person-Job Fit task, since key clues
for matching the job requirements and candidate experience can be highlighted.
7 CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed a novel end-to-end Topic-based Ability-aware Person-Job Fit Neural
Network (TAPJFNN) model, which has a goal of reducing the dependence on manual labor and
can provide better interpretation about the fitting results. The key idea is to exploit the rich information available in abundant historical job application data. Specifically, we first proposed a
word-level semantic representation for both job requirements and job seekers’ experiences based
on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Then, two hierarchical topic-based ability-aware attention
strategies were designed to measure the different importance of job requirements for semantic
representation, as well as measure the different contributions of each job experience to a specific
ability requirement. Moreover, we designed a refinement strategy for Person-Job Fit prediction
based on historical recruitment records to enhance the performance of predicting the matching
degree between the talent and job. We further applied our TAPJFNN framework into two PersonJob Fit applications, including talent sourcing and job recommendation. Specifically, to overcome
the challenge of learning from natural scarcity of negative instances, we designed a novel learning algorithm for the model training process of job recommendation task. Finally, extensive experiments conducted on a large-scale real-world dataset clearly validated the effectiveness and
interpretability of our TAPJFNN framework compared with several baselines.
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